Europe

Free Printable Maps for Geography Education

- Map with region names shown
- Map without names, for coloring or quizzes
- Map with coordinate system, for location practice
- Answer key for coordinate system quiz
- Map with latitude and longitude
- Word Search

JigsawGeo

Try our geography games for the iPod Touch or iPhone.

Parents can load them on their mobile device for their children to practice geography – just search for “JigsawGeo” in the iPhone App store.

Squish Logic

Try our iPhone geography game:  http://squishlogic.com
or search for “JigsawGeo” in the iTunes app store
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Answer Key for Numbered Map on Previous Page

1) Iceland  21) Austria
2) Faroe Islands  22) Hungary
3) Norway  23) Romania
4) Sweden  24) Moldova
5) Finland  25) Portugal
6) Ireland  26) Spain
7) United Kingdom  27) Switzerland
8) Netherlands  28) Italy
9) Denmark  29) Slovenia
10) Estonia  30) Croatia
11) Latvia  31) Bosnia and Herzegovina
12) Lithuania  32) Serbia
13) Belgium  33) Bulgaria
14) Germany  34) Montenegro
15) Poland  35) Kosovo
16) Belarus  36) Macedonia
17) France  37) Albania
18) Czech Republic  38) Greece
19) Slovakia  39) Malta
20) Ukraine
Europe

Two ways to give an assignment or quiz with the coordinate map on the previous page:

1) Name 5 to 10 countries for which they must then find the coordinates
2) Give coordinates and ask students to name the country at that location.

Albania     H11
Austria     G9, G10
Belarus      J8
Belgium      E8, E9
Bosnia & Herzegovina G10
Bulgaria     H11, J11
Croatia      G10
Czech Republic G9
Denmark      J6
Finland      J2, J3, J4, J5
France       D9, D10, E9, D10
Germany      F8, F9
Greece       H12
Hungary      G10, H10
Iceland      A3, A4, B3
Ireland      C8
Italy        F10, F11, G11, G12
Kosovo       H11
Latvia       H7, J7
Lithuania    H7
Macedonia    H11
Malta        G12
Moldova      J10
Montenegro   G11
Netherlands  E8
Norway       J1, H1, G2, G3, F4, F5
Poland       G8, H8
Portugal     C11
Romania      H10, J10
Serbia       H10
Slovakia     G9, H9
Slovenia     G10
Spain        C11, D11, C12, D12
Sweden       H2, H3, G4, G5, G6
Switzerland  E10, F10
Ukraine      J9, K9, K10
United Kingdom C6, D6, D7, D8

Try our iPhone geography game:  http://squishlogic.com
or search for "JigsawGeo" in the iTunes app store